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means of a relaxation process4 not involving the nuclear
spin. The net effect of the reversal of a nuclear spin is to
change the energy of the reservoir 8 by 2(—pts pr—)H
+2p&H=2tsrH. This energy change in the reservoir 8
changes the volume of phase space accessible to the
reservoir, and the later change gives directly the canoni-
cal distribution of the sub-system A. It is to be noted
that we have no interest in processes in which the
restoration of the original electron spin orientation is
accompanied by the restoration of the nuclear spin.

When the system is not in thermal equilibrium, but is
Aooded with rf power to saturate completely the con-
duction electron spin resonance, the corresponding net
energy change in the reservoir on reversing one nuclear
spin is now 2(ptt —ter)H, —instead of 2tsrH. The reason
is simple: the restoration of the electron spin to its
original direction now occurs by the action of the rf
field, instead of by a relaxation process. This is the
signi6cance of rf saturation. The magnetic energy
change —2p,&H is provided by the rf field instead of by
the reservoir 8. The reservoir had its energy changed
by 2(pts pr—)H at —the beginning when the nuclear
and electron spins Aipped at the same time, and this is
now the only energy change suGered by the reservoir
in connection with the total process. The distribution
of the sub-system reflects the energy change —2(tstt

ter)H of the—reservoir, so that the population of the
nuclear magnetic sublevels is now given by P+/P
= exp[2(ttts tsr)H/kT] —under rf saturation of the elec-
tron resonance. This demonstrates the enhancement of
the nuclear polarization and agrees with the original
result of Overhauser.

The discussion may be generalized to treat polariza-
tion of a nuclear spin system which suGers spin-lattice
relaxation by dipolar or hyperfine interaction with an
rf-saturated electron spin system. We let f& denote
the fraction of the spin-lattice relaxation processes of
the nuclear spin system which are accompanied by an
electron spin change in the opposite sense (I 8+ type
interaction), while fF denotes the fraction accompanied
by an electron spin change in the same sense (I 5
type interaction). Then the nuclear population ratios
are
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P+/P = exp f2[(ftt fs)pts pr]/kT)—, —

under saturation conditions, when 5=I=-', . As noted
also by Bloch, the enhancement eGect is not necessarily
restricted to metals. It may even be possible to observe
the eGect in materials with a low concentration of
single unpaired electrons. The irradiation of hydro-
genous material might introduce suitable centers for
proton polarization.

It may be noted that saturation of the spin reso-
nance associated with a zero-field splitting may also
enhance polarization. We exhibit the simplest case,
taking f~ 1, 8=1, and an ele——ctronic zero-6eld split-
ting hE in an axial crystalline electric field. Then
P+/P =exp[BE/kT], provided that the resonance at

~~~VERHAUSER' has discovered the remarkable re-
sult that under appropriate conditions the popu-

lation distribution of nuclear spins in a metal among
the nuclear magnetic sublevels is determined essen-
tially by the magnitude of the electronic magnetic
moment p~, rather than by the nuclear moment p,~.
His conditions are that the electron spin resonance of
the condition electrons should be saturated, and that
the principal spin-lattice relaxation mechanism of the
nuclear spins should be the I s hyperfine coupling with
the conduction electrons. The predicted enhancement
of nuclear polarization on saturating the electron reso-
nance has been detected experimentally by Carver and
Slichter. ' Overhauser arrived at his result by a detailed
kinetic calculation. The purpose of this note is to
establish briefly the connection of the result with the
general principles of statistical mechanics and with the
second law of thermodynamics.

The canonical ensemble in statistical mechanics de-
scribes the distribution of a small sub-system A of a
large system A+8, as a function of the energy of the
remainder 8 of the system. It is important for our

purpose to recall in Gibbsian language the argument
which gives the Boltzmann distribution ratio P+/P
=expL —2prH/kTj for nuclei of spin I= ,' in thermal-
equilibrium in a static magnetic Geld H. The nuclear
and electron spin systems will be treated as A, while

the reservoir 8 consists of the crystal lattice and the
translational energy of the conduction electrons. We
consider what happens when one nuclear spin is re-

versed. With I s coupling dominant, ' an electron spin
must simultaneously turn the other way. The energy
change of the combined spin systems is 2(tsIs tsr)H—
and is balanced by a corresponding change —2(pIt —ttr)
in the translational energy of a conduction electron.
We are interested in the eGect of a nuclear spin Rip

alone, and therefore we are to look at the system at a
later time when the reversed electron has been restored
to its original direction with energy change —2p&H by
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hv =hE is saturated. Nuclear electric quadrupole
splitting of a second nuclear species with I= 1 could be
substituted for the electronic system, if AE were large
enough to be useful.

I am indebted to Professor F. Bloch for helpful
discussions.
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ture factor given by

I
"sinkr p(r)f= ~l 47rr' dr

~p kr . Z

Response curves were computed for a uniform dis-
tribution Lp(r) =const( of protons in nuclei of radii
R=RoA'&&10 " cm. In Fig. 1 the curves (a) Ro ——O.II,
(b) Rs ——1.1, (c) Ro ——1.4 were obtained by using for o'
the classical Thompson individual-proton cross section:

o.„o(Thorn ps on) =-', (e'/mc')s(1+cos'g).

For elements heavier than aluminum the agreement
with this classical Thompson scattering is as good as the
statistics of the experiments. The results point to
Rp = 1.1~0.2.

In the lighter elements there is a clear disagreement
which corresponds to too large a backward scattering
of high-energy photons. Careful analysis of the data
on Be and C enables us to deduce an experimental 0'
which gives a best fit to the data, when Ep is taken as
1.1. The ratio of this 0-|„+„~'"obs" to 0-„' Thompson
together with a rough estimate of its statistical band
of error is plotted in Fig. 2. The statistics are far from
conclusive, but the trend of the data suggests that the

ISING an energy-sensitive gamma-ray detector
(which will be described soon in an article for

the Review of Scientific IrtstrttnMnts) we have made pre-
liminary measurements, at 90' and 135', of the abso-
lute gamma-ray scattering cross section for Be, C, Al,
Cu, Sn, Pb, and Bi in the energy range from 35 to 130
Mev. The work was done in the bremsstrahlung beam
of the M.I.T. synchrotron using targets about ~ radia-
tion length thick. The maximum beam energy was kept
just below meson threshold to prevent confusion with
decay gamma rays from the ~' meson.

A standard coincidence, anticoincidence telescope
with a lead converter was used to identify the gamma
ray. The telescope was followed by a very large liquid
scintillator which integrates the energy loss of the elec-
tron pair in its volume and thus estimates the energy
of the gamma ray. The pulse height response of the
counter to monoenergetic events, ranging from 25 to
150 Mev, was measured using electrons of known energy
to simulate gamma rays (note the family of curves in
Fig. 1A).

By using the known bremsstrahlung spectrum of the
synchrotron, the eKciency of the converter, and the
measured response of the counter to any energy event,
it is possible to predict the response of the counter for
any arbitrary scattering cross section.

In exact analogy with atomic x-ray scattering, the
differential cross section was taken as: do/dQ=os/Zsf'-
+(1—f')Z], where o' is the individual-particle cross
section and f is the nuclear analog of the atomic struc-
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FIG. 1. Typical data for one light and one heavy element.
Curves a, b, and c are theoretical response curves of counts vs
pulse height computed using Thompson scattering only by a
uniform distribution of free, classical protons in a nucleus of
radius R=RoA&&(10 ".(a) Re=0.8; (b) Re= 1.1; and (c) Re=1.4.
The dotted curves are identical with (b) except that they use the
modified Thompson cross section 0.&„+»' "obs" shown in Fig. 2.
The theory and experiment are on the same absolute scale; neither
ordinate nor abscissa is normalized arbitrarily.


